
Little Few

Name: Date: __/__/20__

In a _________ moments he was in plain sight.1. few

A _________ days will determine its success.2. few

And he prayed that in consideration of his son, as _________ publicity as
was possible might be given to these crimes.
3. little

A _________ figures show the basis of this feeling.4. few

For a _________ minutes neither of them spoke.5. few

The baby only lived a _________ hours.6. few

House-keeping was comparatively easy; _________ fuel was required
except for cooking; the question of clothes was a minor one.
7. little

It takes a good deal of time to eat or to sleep, or to earn a hundred dollars,
and a very _________ time to entertain a hope and an insight which becomes
the light of our life.

8.
little

The shooting began a _________ minutes later.9. few

It was only a _________ steps to the ship.10. few

A _________ lines on a card explained.11. few

Here he had to wait some _________ time before he was admitted to the
presence of the gallant commander, who received him with all the stately
courtesy for which that renowned officer is distinguished.

12. little

In a _________ time therefore the bishops were quietly released.13. little

I lay and wondered for a _________ minutes.14. few

A _________ hours later she was dead.15. few

After a _________ moments he was able to speak.16. few
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Unaware of the tragedy being enacted above, Peter had continued, for a
_________ time after the children left, to play gaily on his pipes: no doubt
rather a forlorn attempt to prove to himself that he did not care.

17.
little

They whispered earnestly together for a _________ moments.18. few

And then look on a _________ years.19. few

How many suits of apparel hath the one, and how _________ furniture
hath the other!
20. little
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